Guaranteeing accurate worst-case bounds on the end-to-end delay that data flows experience in communication networks is required for a variety of safety-critical systems, for instance in avionics.
• Comprehensive numerical experiments with Internet-like topologies as well as a typical industrial avionics network extend previous DNC assessments by the crucial aspect of computational effort.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the foundations of DNC. In Section 3, we provide an in-depth analysis of the current DNC network analyses. Section 4 introduces our new, accurate analysis as well as a fast algorithm for its execution. Section 5 surveys related work, before Section 6 extensively evaluates the accuracy of delay bounds and computational effort of our new solution as well as previous proposals. Section 7 concludes the article.
Network Calculus Background

The System Description
Flows are characterized by functions cumulatively counting their data. They belong to the set F 0 of non-negative, wide-sense increasing functions that pass through the origin: We are particularly interested in the functions A(t) and A (t) cumulatively counting a flow's data put into a server s and put out from s, both from the start of operation up until time t. We further demand servers and flows to preserve causality by fulfilling the flow constraint, i.e., ∀t ∈ R + : A(t) ≥ A (t).
Then, these functions allow for simple definitions of performance characteristics of a queuing system.
Definition 1. (Delay) Assume a flow with input function
A traverses a server s and results in the output function A . The (virtual) delay for a data unit arriving at s at time t is D(t) = inf {τ ≥ 0 | A(t) ≤ A (t + τ ) }.
Note, that the FIFO per µFlow assumption is crucial for the virtual delay definition. It states that the oder of date within a single flow is retained. Delay bounding argues that the expected delay is caused by data that entered s before the data unit under consideration and is therefore served before it.
Network calculus models data arrivals with curves (from F 0 ) that bound behavior in the intervaltime domain, i.e., whereas the function value A(t) returns the cumulative data of interval [0, t], the DNC arrival curve for α(d) returns an upper bound on data arrivals for any duration of length d = t − 0. For causality, we demand that arrival curves fulfill α(0) = 0, i.e., there are no instantaneous arrivals.
A useful basic shape for arrival curve is the so-called token bucket. These curves are from the set
where r denotes the maximum arrival rate and b is the maximum burstiness (bucket size). A common generalization if F TB is the set of multi-token-bucket curves F mTB
γ ri,bi | γ ri,bi ∈ F TB ⊆ F 0 .
These are able to represent different traffic constraints for different time scales [36] , each defined by a token bucket.
Scheduling and buffering at a server result in the output function A (t). DNC captures the minimum forwarding capabilities that lead to A in interval time as well Definition 3. (Service Curve) If the service provided by a server s for a given input A results in an output A , then s is said to offer a service curve β ∈ F 0 iff ∀t : A (t) ≥ inf 0≤d≤t
{A(t − d) + β(d)}.
A number of servers fulfill a stricter definition of service curves by considering their internal state in addition to input A.
Definition 4. (Backlogged Period)
A server s is backlogged during period t, t if t ∈ {t ≤ t | A(t) = A (t) } and t ∈ {t ≥ t | A(t) = A (t) }.
Servers offering strict service guarantees have a higher output during backlogged periods. A basic shape for service curves is the rate-latency curve defined by the set F TB ⊆ F 0 ,
where R denotes the minimum service rate and T is the maximum latency. Multi-rate-latency curves are defined by the pointwise maximum over a set of rate latencies 
The Network
The Topology
Data communication networks are commonly modeled as graphs where nodes represent individual devices like a router or a switch. These devices can have multiple outputs to connect to other devices ( Figure 1a ).
This common depiction does, however, not suit network calculus' queueing analysis well. DNC therefore transforms such a device graph to its so-called server graph representation for analysis. Assuming that a device's input buffer is served at line speed, queueing effects manifest at the output buffers. These are modeled by the server graph's servers [3, 5] (see Figure 1b) . Output buffering can, e.g., be found in AFDX (Avionics Full-Duplex Switched Ethernet) equipment (e.g., see [21] where this conversion is called transposition). In wireless sensor networks, there is usually a single transmitter per sensor node (server) whose transmission range defines the server graph's links [3, 5, 20] .
Figure 1 also illustrates that information about the device's sub-components may be lost during the transformation. Especially, the highly optimized switching fabric inside network devices is, however, crucial for our considerations. Although the server most likely works off queued data in a FIFO manner, this fabric interconnecting input ports with output ports can rearrange flows [15] . In the server graph, device ports (i.e., servers) do not share a common switching fabric component; they are directly connected to each other. The impact of switching fabrics can only be captured by departing from FIFO multiplexing servers towards more general arbitrary multiplexing behavior. Data units of individual flows do not overtake each other in switching fabrics, i.e., the FIFO per µFlow property is retained. We assume directed links in both graph representations, i.e., full duplex links need to be spilt up into two directed links before the device graph can be transformed. In this article, we will use the term network to refer to the server graphs and the data flows traversing it.
The Feed-forward Property
Another assumption of most current deterministic network calculus analyses is the absence of cyclic dependencies between flows. Work departing from this assumption can be found in [24, 19] but is not covered by this article. Instead, we focus on networks that guarantee the feed-forward property by design.
We use the turn prohibition algorithm [33] to break potential cycles when transforming the device graph into the server graph.
Algebraic Network Calculus
DNC was cast in a (min, +)-algebraic framework in [22, 14] . We will first depict the basic operations and then present their composition for flow analysis in feed-forward networks.
Operations
These operations allow to manipulate arrival and service curves while retaining worst-case semantics.
Definition 6. ((min,+)-Operations) The (min,+) aggregation, convolution and deconvolution of two functions f, g ∈ F 0 are defined as follows:
The service curve definition then translates to A ≥ A ⊗ β, the arrival curve definition to A ⊗ α ≥ A, and performance characteristics can be bounded with the deconvolution α β.
Theorem 7.
(Performance Bounds) Consider a server s that offers a service curve β. Assume a flow f with arrival curve α f traverses s. Then we obtain the following bounds for f :
where h(α f , β) denotes the (maximum) horizontal deviation between α and β. We abbreviate delay bounds with D f as they are valid independent of parameter t.
• Output Bound α
Note, that α is an arrival curve for A and thus it is required to pass through the origin 1 .
Note, that this backlogged period bound requires a strict service curve and an eventual utilization strictly smaller than 1, i.e., lim d→∞ α(d) < lim d→∞ β(d). The algebraic properties of these operations can be found in [22] .
DNC also offers operations for compound analysis of servers as well as the separate analysis of individual flows. Left-over service curve of of f , F 
The service resulting form the concatenation of strict service curves, β T , is not necessarily strict, too.
It cannot be used to derive a backlogged period bound of the concatenated system [8, 16] . This imposes challenges if the FIFO per µFlow property cannot be assumed [27, 29] . Also note, that convolution is commutative, i.e., the order of servers in s 1 , . . . , s n cannot be reconstructed from β T .
The worst-case share of data a flow (aggregate) receives from a server is lower bounded by the left-over service curve:
(Left-Over Service Curve) Consider a server s that offers a strict service curve β s . Let s be crossed by flow (aggregate) F 0 and flow (aggregate) F 1 with arrival curves α F0 and α F1 , respectively.
Then F 1 's worst-case residual service share under arbitrary multiplexing at s, i.e., its left-over service curve at s, is
where (β α) (d) := sup 0≤u≤d {(β − α) (u)} denotes the non-decreasing upper closure of (β − α) (d).
For arbitrary multiplexing servers, the result of this subtraction is not necessarily strict either, i.e., consecutive left-over operations are not permitted. However, aggregating arrival curves before subtraction from service is backed by the DNC.
Tandem Analysis
For network calculus, the shift from single server analysis to end-to-end flow analysis constitutes a big evolutional leap forward. Building the delay analysis around a specific flow of interest (foi) shifted its view towards the tandem of servers crossed by this flow. There, the order of operations proved important for accuracy improvements. The first tandem analysis, Separate Flow Analysis (SFA), constitutes a straightforward application of Theorem 9 and Theorem 8: In order to derive the foi's end-to-end left-over service curve, its cross-traffic is subtracted server by server and then the resulting β l.o. s are concatenated. This server-local analysis approach has a crucial disadvantage when cross-flows share a longer (sub-)path with the flow of interest (cf. xf 2 in Figure 2a ). Then, multiplexing with cross-traffic appears multiple times in the derivation. The so-called Pay Multiplexing Only Once (PMOO) analysis [31] tackles this problem.
It provides a single-step left-over service curve operation for tandems. Internally, the service is convolved before cross-traffic is subtracted. This operation requires arrival curves to be from the set F mTB and derivation and arrows depict flows. Flows pointing at a box are considered in β l.o. , crossing a box means using its β l.o. to bound the flow's worst-case shape at the output of the box.
service curves from F mRL . While it results in more accurate bounds in many scenarios, [30] proved that the SFA can outperform the PMOO analysis if servers at the end of a tandem provide more service.
Compositional Feed-forward Analysis
Evolving the algebraic DNC to a feed-forward network analysis heavily builds on these tandem analysis results. Conceptually, we can split a feed-forward analysis into two steps [5] :
i) First, the analysis abstracts from the feed-forward network to the analyzed flow's tandem of servers. This step is enabled by bounding the arrivals of cross-traffic at the locations of interference.
ii) A tandem analysis on the foi's path constitutes the second step. The flow's end-to-end service curve is derived and the delay bound is computed.
Whereas the tandem to analyze in the second step is known from the start, the tandems in the second step need to be defined. I.e., the network must to be decomposed into tandems that are analyzed in a specific order. The decomposition depends on the applied analysis. E.g., Figure 2a depicts a small network where the foi has two cross-flows, xf 1 and xf 2 . In an additional step, the SFA decomposes each flow's paths into smallest possible tandems (i.e., servers), even the foi's path. SFA then applies Theorems 9 and 8 ( Figure 2b ). In contrast, the PMOO analysis does not decompose the foi's path any further. In step 2 of the compositional analysis it also decomposes the network into longest possible tandems to apply its left-over service curve derivation to (Figure 2c ).
Optimization-based Network Calculus
In quest of tight delay bounds, Schmitt et al. propose in [30] to formulate an optimization problem from the tandem's DNC description. Subsequently, Bouillard et al. extended this work towards a noncompositional network analysis [9] . It transforms the entire network into a set of linear programs (LPs).
Each LP models exactly one potential entanglement of backlogged periods in the network. Like the PMOO analysis, the LP analysis requires arrival curves to be from the set F mTB and service curves from F mRL . The maximum of all LP solutions constitutes the foi's exact delay bound. Therefore, an exhaustive modeling of the network in terms of linear programs as well as solving them is necessary in order to derive the only valid delay bound (which is tight). In fact, [9] also shows that this approach is NP-hard. Further examples following this DNC branch are presented in [18, 10, 37] .
3 State of the Art of DNC in Feed-forward Networks -An Analysis
In this section, we investigate in detail where existing DNC delay analyses for feed-forward networks are lacking.
Optimization-based DNC
The delay analysis of [9] proceeds as follows: For the given flow of interest, starting at its sink server, the dependencies between backlogged periods at the network's servers are established. This is achieved by recursively tracing all flows. The step results in a partial order relating consecutive hops of the network's flows. The partial order is then extended to the set of all total orders that are compatible with it. This step relates the backlogged periods of (partially) parallel paths with each other. It is prone to a combinatorial explosion and constitutes the underlying reason for this DNC analysis' NP-hardness.
Each total order is then used to set up a linear program (LP) with constraints covering, among others, the network description's arrival curves and service curves.
Let us briefly discuss on the number of LPs that have to be solved: In the best case, we have a pure tandem network of n servers and then a single LP results; in the worst case, we have a so-called fat tree with one root node and n − 1 leaf nodes directly connected to it, resulting in (n − 1)! LPs. In a full binary tree, the number of LPs is lower bounded by Ω n 2 ! . The latter fact can be derived from a result by Ruskey [28] . In general, calculating the number of total orders being compatible with a given partial order is itself not a simple problem. One solution is the Varol-Rotem algorithm [35] ; we implemented this algorithm to provide some numbers for the case of full k-ary trees in Table 2 : Number of LPs to solve for full k-ary trees of moderate size. For instance, for a height h = 3 and outdegree of k = 4 the tree has only n =
= 85 nodes but already yields 1.12 · 10 110 different LPs. and delay bound accuracy (Subfigure 3b) of feed-forward analyses in [9] : While SFA is considerably faster, its delay bounds deviate from the ULP bounds by ≈ 21% on average. efficient optimization formulation [9] . It is solely based on the partial order of backlogged periods without extending it to the set of compatible total orders. Obviously, this circumvents the combinatorial explosion in the number of LPs, but results in a unique LP (ULP). The ULP does not relate the backlogged periods of (partially) parallel paths with each other. In fact, due to the shared network model and the lack of global knowledge, it employs the same worst-case assumptions as algebraic calculus analyses do. Thus, the ULP does not result in exact bounds anymore, however, it is shown in [9] to stay very close to the LP result in an example network. This observation raises hope for computational feasibility in larger networks. To further investigate this, we implemented the ULP for feed-forward network analysis and extended the evaluation found in [9] to Internet-like topologies, an avionics network topology, and also measured the previously not evaluated computational effort to gain more detailed insights on how the analyses compare. As a lookahead to the evaluation (see Section 6), Figure 3a depicts the time to analyze entire Internet-like networks; comparing the ULP with the SFA as in, e.g., [9, 7] . The results defeat the hope in the ULP as its analysis time increases fast with the network size, reaching 13 days at less than 200 devices. Thus, the ULP becomes computationally infeasible to apply, even though it is more efficient than the LP it was derived from. The SFA finishes analyzing the same networks in just a fraction of time, but with much worse delay bounds. Figure 3b depicts the deviation of the SFA delay bounds from the respective ULP bounds. In our evaluation of 12376 flows across nine networks of different size, average deviation is ≈ 21% and the maximum is as large as 270%.
Current DNC analyses for feed-forward networks thus provide the choice between a computationally barely feasible, yet accurate optimization approach and a set of feasible, but inaccurate compositional analyses. We decided to stay with the computationally attractive compositional analysis. For improving them, we first reveal previously unknown weaknesses degrading their accuracy. As we show later, they are key to a fast and accurate algebraic DNC solution.
Compositional, Algebraic DNC
We have identified two new crucial problems with the network's decomposition into tandems that we summarize in the composition penalty of algebraic network calculus. They are both caused by the tandem analyses of Section 2.3.2 -thus they can occur independently of the rejoining flows problem motivated in [9] . That problem is caused by the overall analysis procedure given in Section 2.3.3.
Cross-flow Segregation Enforced by Tandem Analyses
The PMOO left-over service curve derivation [31] was constructed to consider shared sub-paths between the flow of interest and its cross-flows. It demands a distinct arrival curve for each cross-flow (aggregate)
sharing a specific sub-path. I.e., if two cross-flows xf 1 and xf 2 interfere in two different sub-paths they require segregate arrival bounding [6] . This procedure causes problems in case these cross-flows share hops apart from the flow of interest's path. There, they cannot be aggregated; they must be considered mutual interference. Figure , we also get β
s1 , i.e., another burst term appears in the derivation.
Decisions on Incomplete Knowledge
In [30] , the authors show that knowledge of the crossed servers' sequence is lost in the PMOO analysis.
The SFA, in contrast, retains this knowledge due to its hop-by-hop procedure. This allows the SFA to outperform the PMOO analysis on tandems where β l.o. curves get considerably faster to the end of the tandem. In feed-forward networks, either applying the SFA or the PMOO analysis is the first decision to take. That means, the decision does not have the β l.o. curves at its disposal -they remain unknown until the very of the chosen analysis. They cannot be derived earlier because cross-flows change their shape due to their distinct paths through the network. These changes must be traced in the step 1 of the analysis (see Section 2.3.3). Even if all curves -arrival curves and service curves -were equal, their algebraic manipulation lets all this homogeneity vanish during the analysis. Thus, cross-flows have to be traced completely. Eventually recognizing the analysis can exploit the sequence of servers better, i.e., apply the other analysis to decompose the network differently, requires another, entire feed-forward analysis of the network.
As already indicated, each compositional analysis has its characteristic combination of the above problems. They result in a composition penalty whose impact depends on the actual network to be analyzed. Therefore, feed-forward analyses can outperform each other in more cases than tandem analyses do. This is an extension of the observation of [30] where it was shown that these analyses can outperform each other on a tandem, with the servers at then end being crucial. Proof. Consider the network setting of Figure 2a and assume arrival curves α xf1 = γ r xf 1 ,0 , α xf2 = γ r xf 2 ,0 , and α foi = γ r foi ,0 as well as strict service curves β s0 = β Rs 0 ,Ts 0 , β s1 = β Rs 1 ,0 , and β s2 = β Rs 2 ,0 . For a finite delay bounds let R sm ≥ r xf1 + r xf2 + r foi , m ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and let T s0 > 0 for positive burstiness increase of the cross-flows. I.e., the burst terms b 
The PMOO left-over latency T l.o.PMOO and delay D PMOO are
Next, we state conditions for
Neither condition is strictly fulfilled as both depend on the service rates at s 1 and s 2 . Figure 4 shows the respective delay bounds when increasing R s1 (fixing R s2 = R s0 = 5 and T s0 = 1).
We will use these detailed insights we obtained on the composition penalty to derive a new, fast and accurate analysis that combines the strengths of the existing compositional analyses while circumventing their weaknesses. 
The Tandem Matching Analysis
In this section, we propose a feed-forward network analysis that achieves more accurate delay bounds by compiling the network description into a model best suited for compositional analysis. I.e., we consider the knowledge obtained above in order to minimize the composition penalty in our new Tandem Matching Analysis (TMA).
Exhaustive Tandem Matching
Currently, there is no generic tandem decomposition scheme for the algebraic NC analysis. The compositional procedure depends on the choice of tandem analysis (see Section 2.3.3 as well as Figures 2b and 2c). The SFA first matches shortest possible sub-tandems in an additional step, whereas the PMOO starts with the flow of interest's entire path and then recursively matches longest possible tandems [6] .
We start by illustrating that the tandem matching implied by the existing analyses is harmfully restrictive. Figure 5 .
• β l.o.xf2
s0,s1 a tandem analysis bounding xf 2 at s 2 -xf 1 is considered cross-traffic due to point one.
• β
exploits aggregate cross-traffic bounding at s 1 , circumventing mutual interference assumptions.
Note, that these three left-over service curves encompass two alternative analysis models. The choice of
s0,s1 's tandem analysis remains open. It can either be SFA or PMOO. For the ease of presentation, we will treat this alternative as a single tandem matching.
In terms of Section 2.3.3's concept of a compositional feed-forward analysis. The first bullet point is the foi analysis of step 1 and the latter two points are part of the cross-traffic arrival bounding of step 2 -together, we thus subsume them in the Tandem Matching Arrival Bounding (TMAB).
Next, we show that the new alternative can actually achieve more accurate delay bounds. That means, the composition penalty due to cross-traffic segregation and mutual interference assumptions of our new tandem matching alternative TM new can be smaller than those of the PMOO analysis or the SFA. Proof. Assume the same setting as in Claim 10, extended by the tandem matching arrival bounding TMAB. Then, the tandem matching alternative TM new depicted in Figure 5 has a delay bound of 
The relations between D TMnew , D SFA and D PMOO are:
The observations in Claim 10 hold for the TMA as well: Relations 1), 2a), and 2b) reflect the influence of the rates on the flow of interest's path (left terms). A large service rate R s1 can, in fact, best be exploited by the new tandem matching alternative. TM new can thus simultaneously outperform both existing analyses (see Figure 4) . Overall, the tandem matching alternatives have no strict ordering with respect to delay bounds; each analysis can potentially outperform the others.
Remark 12. Considering the parameters omitted for the ease of presentation, the tandem matching analysis can arbitrarily outperform SFA and PMOO simultaneously. A detailed example is given in Figure 6 .
We exploit this insight to improve the accuracy of compositional network calculus delay bounds.
Claim 11 also exhibits that the alternatives' results depend on the actual parameters, which in turn, recursively depend on accurate derivation themselves. Therefore, the best tandem matching alternative cannot be derived from the given network description in a static fashion. To that end, we propose to separate the tandem matching from the analysis and execute it in an exhaustive fashion. Exhaustive tandem matching generates the entire set of tandem matching alternatives for a feed-forward network.
This approach is inspired by the LP analysis as it creates a comprehensive search space for the analysis.
On the individual tandems, we apply the PMOO left-over service curves -the additional server-by-server matching of SFA is now explicitly executed by the exhaustive tandem matching. In our search space of all tandem matchings, we then try to find the alternative the minimal composition penalty -similar to optimization searching for the best result in the constrained region of valid bounds. This new method is applicable to any feed-forward network. In the following, we use the term TMA to refer to the exhaustive tandem matching analysis.
Exhaustive tandem matching generalizes all previous algebraic network calculus analyses by making the step from the network description to the analysis' internal model more explicit. TMAB follows the objective to maximize aggregation during the arrival bounding, i.e., it does not artificially segregate crossflows. The PMOO proceeds alike while Bouillard proposes to obtain SFA's cross-traffic arrival bounds by executing a separate SFA arrival bounding for each cross-flow [7] . In [6] , it was shown that aggregating flows for the SFA-corresponding PBOO arrival bounding results in better cross-traffic arrival bounds.
Therefore, the TMA generalizes the given SFA on the flow of interest's path and TMAB additionally improves its cross-traffic arrival bounding.
An obvious concern about the exhaustive TMA is its computational effort, so let us discuss this in detail next.
Computational Effort
The computational effort of exhaustive tandem matching becomes apparent when constructing the set of all tandem matching alternatives, i.e., the entire TMA-internal model of the network that is used to derive the delay bound. We exemplify the construction on a tandem network with n servers and m flows; Figure 7 illustrates the steps we take and the amount of tandem matching alternatives in several, repeating steps of this procedure. Assume the worst case where each server is crossed by every flow, yet, equal to the SFA, cross flows are not aggregately bounded. Let us start on the flow of interest's path -we call this tandem T orig = s 1 , . . . , s n . The number of different matching alternatives for T orig is already 2 n−1 . As such an alternative derives the foi's end-to-end delay bound, each has between 1 and n distinct sub-tandems in order to cover all servers on T orig . In our example, we always proceed with tandem matching alternatives that separate the last hop and we bound a single segregated cross-flow's arrivals at this server. We call the recursive tracing to bound cross-traffic arrivals Tandem Matching Arrival Bounding (TMAB). At level 2, the foi has m − 1 cross-flows, defining the search space in the first TMAB step. To bound a single cross flow's arrival at level 2, a TMAB is applied to its path of length n − 1, resulting in 2 n−2 alternatives (level 3). Again, it is necessary to bound this flow's crosstraffic arrivals recursively (level 4). As the cross-flow under consideration does not interfere with itself and as we are on the foi's path, there are m − 2 cross-flows to bound. In contrast to the shortening path lengths, this number will not decline until the arrival bounding terminates. We skip the remaining steps as they are repetitions of level 3 (with increasing x ≤ n in 2 n−x ) and level 4. Continuing on this trajectory through the search tree, bounding a single cross-flow of a single sub-tandem of a single tandem matching alternative of T orig already triggers (m − 1) + (n − 1) · (m − 2) TMABs on the evenly numbered levels. Levels with odd numbers (≥ 3) scale this number by 2 (n−2)! TMA matching alternative until we eventually reach the end of the tandem.
Obviously, TMA is prone to a combinatorial explosion similar to the extension of partial orders into compatible total orders as required for the LP optimization. However, in contrast to LP, each tandem matching alternative of T orig enables to derive a valid delay bound. In principle, this would allow for a
simple, yet flexible tradeoff between computational effort and delay bound accuracy. However, we opted for the exhaustive tandem matching and designed an efficient algorithm which keeps the computational effort still tolerable by exploiting the compositionality of the TMA.
The Efficient TMA Algorithm
In this section, we immediately depart from separately deriving the tandem matchings before computing their results. This separation was inspired by the optimization-based analyses. They must do so in order to interface DNC with the linear program solver. Algebraic DNC needn't do so and we show that integrating both parts allows for fast delay bound computations. The integration allows our efficient TMA algorithm to creates a single, large search space instead of the separate search trees of Torig is invoked with the flow of interest's path P, i.e., T orig := P, and the foi itself -the algorithm needs to reverse the conceptual two steps of an analysis presented in Section 2.3.3.
P constitutes the first tandem to match with 2 n−1 disjoint sub-tandems, where n denotes the number of server on P. For every sub-tandem created, we then derive the cross-traffic arrivals with tandem matching arrival bounding (TMAB, lines 32 -37). Thus, we derive all tandem matching alternatives within this recursive arrival bounding method. After the arrival bounding recursion has terminated (guaranteed by the cycle-free feed-forward network and flows of finite length), its result is used to derive the foi's left-over service curves by convolving the matched sub-tandems' β l.o. curves -similar to SFA but β l.o. are not necessary single server left-over service. In a subsequent step (not depicted in Algorithm 1), we derive delay bounds for all alternative tandem matchings of P. In contrast to the individual linear programs of the LP analysis, all are valid. I.e., we chose the smallest as final delay bound.
Computational Efficiency
The compositionality of the TMA enables several efficiency improvements: It impacts the TMA analysis when alternative matchings share sub-tandems that require equal cross-traffic arrival boundings.
Summing up, we designed an algebraic, compositional network calculus analysis that is strictly superior to the existing SFA as well as the PMOO network analysis. The more comprehensive procedure of transforming a network description to analysis-internal models allows optimal application of algebraic DNC operations and therefore increases the accuracy of delay bounds. Moreover, with Algorithm 1 we provide an efficient solution to mitigate our analysis' potentially high computational effort. The practical evaluation in Section 6 shows that we succeeded in doing so.
Related Work
In this work, we rely on the PMOO left-over service curve under arbitrary multiplexing of flows, i.e., the worst-case remaining service capturing any possible scheduling order of flows at a server. Deterministic network calculus also offers a left-over service curve for FIFO-multiplexing servers β l.o. θ [22] . Similar to the arbitrary multiplexing one given in Theorem 9, it is only applicable to a single system. Thus, it allows for an analysis akin to the SFA presented in Section 2. Bound (LUDB) [23] . If the paths of cross-flows do not overlap (i.e., they are nested into each other), the LUDB suggests to convolve servers before removing cross-flows according to the nesting. The latter is done by computing the FIFO left-over service curve. In Figure 2a , xf 1 's arrival at server s 1 (α xf1 s1 ) is removed from s 1 , then the left-over service curve β l.o. θ,s1 is convolved with β s2 and finally α xf1 s2 is removed from this curve. Note, that this approach requires segregated cross-flow arrival bounding according to the nesting, i.e., the compositional penalty presented for PMOO in Section 3.2 also applies to the LUDB. If paths are not nested, this approach cannot be applied, e.g., if we analyzed xf 2 in Figure 2a .
In this case, [23] suggests to cut the tandem into several sub-tandems such that each sub-tandem sees nested interference only. Then, the foi's delay is derived for every sub-tandem; they are added up to the end-to-end delay bound. If there are multiple alternatives to cut a tandem (Figure 2a : Both links), all alternatives are computed in an exhaustive fashion and the least among all resulting delay bounds is used as final result. Unfortunately, the approach adding up partial delay bounds misses out the Pay Burst Only Once (PBOO) principle SFA already implements. Therefore, the authors of the LUDB adapt their analysis in a follow-up article [2] . There, the flow of interest is not cut anymore. Only cross-flows are cut such that the interference pattern is converted into a nested one. Then, an end-to-end left-over service curve can be derived for the foi. While this implements the PBOO principle, PMOO is not achieved as cutting cross-traffic requires deriving its arrival bound to be used at the cut.
The sub-tandem cutting of these approaches and the tandem matching of our new analysis are similar, yet, they also differ in some key aspects. First, our TMA does not require to result in tandems with nested interference because the PMOO analysis can handle overlapping sub-paths of cross-flows. Our exhaustive approach thus results in more sub-tandem matching alternatives than the LUDB's cutting.
Secondly, [23] and [2] are concerned with a tandem analysis only. They do not address the composition penalty of a tandem-based feed-forward analysis we presented in Section 3.2, yet, both LUDB approaches are based on the idea of sub-path sharing and thus suffer from it, too. Moreover, they do not provide a technical solution for the potential combinatorial explosion problem; [2] rather presents a heuristic to trade accuracy against computational effort. Applying the LUDB in the exhaustive tandem matching of this work, is, however, possible in order to gain from our efficiency improvements.
An optimization-based DNC approach for tight FIFO-multiplexing feed-forward network analysis exists as well [10] . It transforms the DNC description of the network into a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) where the integer constraints encode the (partially) parallel paths of flows. This circumvents the step of explicitly extending a partial order to the set of all compatible total orders shown to cause NP-hardness. However, the computational effort to solve the MILP for large networks is not evaluated.
Instead, the authors advise to remove constraints such that all integer variables are removed, leaving an ordinary linear program to solve. I.e., tightness is traded for computational effort; similar to the ULP.
Evaluation
We have implemented the efficient Tandem Matching Analysis of Algorithm 1 in the Disco Deterministic Network Calculator 2.2.3 (DiscoDNC) [4] .
Experiments were conducted as follows: First we create a device graph and transform it to a turnprohibited, feed-forward server graph as outlined in Section 2.2. Then, we randomly chose sources and sinks from the device graph and route flows on the shortest path in the server graph in order to create a network to analyze 3 . The last step, the actual analysis, consists of transforming the network to the analysis-specific model and deriving the flow of interest's delay bound. The run times of this last step were measured and compared as all previous steps are shared between the alternative analyses.
(a) Tandem network with a non-nested interference pattern of cross-flows. 
Extending the LP Evaluation of [9]
First, we reproduce and extend the evaluation of the LP analysis with our new TMA. Bouillard et al. present an evaluation of the two networks posing problems for algebraic NC, yet, are solved with optimization-based analyses. On the one hand, there is the tandem with non-nested interference of cross-flows as already used in the first paper to motivate optimization in DNC [30] (see Figure 8a ). On the other hand, the authors derive bounds for the square network shown in Figure 8b . This network was chosen because it reveals the same problem as caused by rejoining flows -the running example in [9] illustrating the LP analysis' strengths. In both networks, the compositional analysis procedure of Section 2.3.3 enforces cross-flow segregation leading to mutual interference assumptions. In contrast, the similarly harmful cross-flow segregations of Section 3.2 are caused by the tandem analyses of Section 2.3.2.
For tandems of arbitrary lengths, Bouillard et al. provide a tool that generates the (single) LP. In fact, on tandems, the LP coincides with the ULP. For the square network, the LP's as well as the ULP's linear programs are provided as text files. All lp files are formatted to be solved with LpSolve. Figure 9 shows the evaluation results extended by our TMA delay bounds. In non-nested tandem networks, the TMA achieves the same delay bounds as the LP computes -independent of tandem length or utilization.
In Figures 9a and 9b , the TMA's blue dots are always in the LP's black squares. In the square network, the TMA performs equal to the ULP, i.e., it achieves the same tradeoff between effort and accuracy (see Figure 9c ).
These TMA evaluation results are promising, however, in Section 3.2 we derived the new composition penalty and in Section 4.1 we showed that it also effects the TMA. The square network is not sufficiently complex to evoke it -even the SFA performs equal to the ULP in the square network (see Figure 9c ). In order to evaluate the potential problem of less accurate delay bounds, we provide more comprehensive numerical experiments in the remainder of this section.
Numerical Experiments
For our numerical investigation, we created Internet-like topologies according to the general linear preference (GLP) model [13] with its provided default parameter setting (m 0 = 20, m = 1, p = 0.4695, β GLP = 0.6447). We used the aSHIIP tool [34] to generate these device graphs. Traffic was created with a fixed server-to-flow ratio of 1:4 for all networks. Service curves resemble transmissions via 10Gbps duplex links and flows' arrival curves are uniformly shaped to token buckets with rate 5Mbps and bucket size 5Mb before entering their respective first server's output queue. Table 3 Devices Servers Flows  20  38  152  40  118  472  60  164  656  80  282  1128  100  364  1456  120  398  1592  140  512  2048  160  572  2288  180  646  2584   Devices Servers Flows  200  740  2960  220  744  2976  240  882  3528  260  976  3904  280  994  3976  300  1122  4498  400  1478  5912  500  1876  7504  1000  3626  14504   Table 3 : GLP topology sizes and their number of servers and flows when transformed into an analyzable network. Table 3 , left. The TMA accuracy is stable across the network size and stays within a small deviation from the ULP. Except for a single outlier, all derived bounds are at most 5% larger, mean and median are both at only 1.16%. The outlier deviates 8.23% from the ULP and thus is still more accurate than 70% of the SFA bounds, which is even off by 270% for one of the flows. 
Delay Bound Accuracy
In Section 3, it was already shown that the tight analysis (LP) is computationally infeasible for larger networks. Therefore, we use the same authors' ULP [9] • The ULP and the TMA delay bounds increase pretty much in lockstep and stay close to each other.
Thus, the TMA does not have to compromise on the delay bound accuracy to achieve better run times. This holds true for all smaller network sizes as well (see Figure 10b ).
• The SFA results oscillate wildly with a large amplitude. This behavior can be observed across all network sizes. In contrast to the TMA, the lack of consistency in the SFA's gap to the ULP bounds even prohibits using it as a proxy metric for accurate delay bounds.
Both observations are confirmed by the overall results of our experimental investigation. Figure 10b depicts the deviation of the SFA and the TMA delay bounds from the ULP. We have evaluated differently sized Internet-like topologies with a total of 12376 flows (Table 3 , left). This effort confirmed that the ULP derives the most accurate bounds, up to 2.7 times more accurate than the SFA, yet, the TMA is barely outperformed. Our new analysis deviates from the ULP on average by just 1.16% and, except for a single outlier at 8.23%, does not deviate by more than 5%.
When analyzing networks larger than those of Section 6.1, we experienced problems with the LpSolve solver used in [9] . Already in the smallest network of this numerical evaluation, LpSolve fails to solve one of the linear programs, reporting it to be unbounded after an extensive period of computations. In the GLP network with 40 devices, LpSolve fails with a larger number of linear programs, reporting "unbounded" or "failed". Therefore, the presented results were all obtained with the IBM CPLEX solver that was also used by Bouillard and Stea in [10] to solve the more involved MILPs in their FIFO multiplexing analysis. CPLEX, in contrast to LpSolve, successfully computes the delay bound in networks up to 160 devices. However, continuing to increase the amount of network devices, CPLEX also reproducibly fails with certain linear programs. We first observed this problem in the 180 devices GLP where seven out of 2584 could not be solved with optimization. Our algebraic NC tool, the DiscoDNC, successfully computed the delay bounds for all flows.
Computational Performance
With TMA deriving accurate delay bounds, we now evaluate the effort involved in our new analysis in order to show that the computational efficiency improvements incorporated into Algorithm 1 indeed have a crucial impact. Figure 11a and Table 11b depict the time to complete a network analysis for our set of Internet-like topologies. Although the experimental results are subject to fluctuations due to the high degree of randomness in network and flow creation, we can draw very clear conclusions. Computational effort and thus the time to analyze grows (fast) with the network size. The ULP's effort is vastly reduced in contrast to the LP, yet, our evaluation reveals that it still becomes computationally infeasible quickly.
With 180 network devices, the analysis execution already took 13 days, i.e., the largest network to analyze with reasonable effort had only 160 network devices, which amounts to 572 output queue servers and 2288 randomly routed flows. The larger the network, the more effort is required to trace the influence of flows on each other. Yet, among the two steps of the ULP, deriving the constraints for the linear program with the DiscoDNC and optimizing it with CPLEX, the latter takes on average 82.4% of the time (cf. 
AFDX Case Study
As concluding evaluation, we investigate our new TMA's delay bound accuracy in the industrial avionics context mentioned in Section 1. The network we exemplarily analyze here is dimensioned similarly to the AFDX backbone network in the Airbus A380. It has a dense core of 16 switches that connect a total of 125 end-systems in the network periphery. Each server has a service curve resembling a 100Mbps
Ethernet link. We created a representative AFDX topology according to the algorithm presented in [12] . This topology generation scheme has some random factors in it, i.e., from an industrial point of
view, the network we analyze here corresponds to a single alternative in a pre-deployment design space exploration.
According to the current AFDX specification, flows are routed within so-called virtual links (VLs).
Each VL connects a single source end-system to multiple sink end-systems (in the device graph) with fixed resource reservation on the path between these systems. In the view of the network calculus, VLs correspond to multicast flows that reserve large resource shares. An examination of the problems due to VLs' coarse granularity can be found in [26] . Moreover, network calculus does not provide a specialized analysis for multicast communication that implements the PBOO or even the PMOO principle. Implementing them to some degree requires another network transformation before the actual analysis: Each multicast flow is converted into a set of independent unicast flows; one for every sourcesink pair of connected network devices. This step, however, constitutes a flow segregation similar to the ones mentioned earlier. For this reasons, we restrict our evaluation to the immutable part of AFDX: The deployed networks' common topology design. We added 500 random flows with arrival curves shaped to unit sized token buckets (rate 1Mbps, bucket 1Mb). Figure 13 depicts the 500 flow delay bounds. Our previous accuracy observations regarding the TMA are confirmed whereas the SFA even performs worse than in the Internet-like topologies; its delay bounds show a gap to TMA and the ULP bounds that tends to grow on average. Additionally, the SFA delay bounds oscillate compared to the ULP and TMA bounds, such that this analysis is not suitable to confidently rank AFDX design alternatives regarding their performance. 
Conclusion and Outlook
In this article, we contribute a fast and accurate network calculus solution for the derivation of end-toend delay bounds in general feed-forward networks. We followed a compositional approach which turned out key for computational efficiency as we show in the implementation and evaluation of our solution to the problem of delay bounding in feed-forward networks. We are able to derive delay bounds very close to those from optimization-based DNC network analysis. Our novel Tandem Matching Analysis thus constitutes the first deterministic network calculus analysis that is accurate and scalable at the same time.
Building on the fact that all tandem matchings deliver valid delay bounds we can, in fact, scale our solution to much larger networks than presented here. We leave the question how this can be done in an accurate manner for future work. Although we focused on arbitrary multiplexing DNC analysis, our exhaustive tandem matching can be combined with any other tandem analysis method of network calculus. Our related work section covers FIFO-multiplexing systems and the observations of our evaluation suggest that a tandem matching analysis for FIFO multiplexing is most probably also beneficial for computational effort while achieving a high degree of accuracy with respect to the optimization approach.
